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*e uniform rigidity ring model is commonly used to design the segmented structures of shield tunnels. However, model tests
have been primarily used to study the transverse effective rigidity ratio ηwith a concentrated force, which is notably different from
realistic loading patterns. To obtain more reasonable η values, in this study, tests were performed with a concentrated load on an
experimental bench and with a realistic loading pattern in sandy soil in a rigid steel tank. *ree types of segmental ring models
were designed and tested: straight-jointed, stagger-jointed, and uniform rings. *e test results indicated that the η values of the
stagger-jointed assembly mode were clearly larger than those of the straight-jointed assembly mode under both loading patterns. η
increased as the load increased under the realistic loading conditions, whereas η decreased as the load increased under the
concentrated load. More importantly, the η values derived from the realistic load tests were considerably larger than those derived
from the concentrated load tests for both assembly modes (i.e., 0.423–0.672 and 0.587–0.761 for the straight-jointed and stagger-
jointed assembly modes, respectively), and the former should be recommended for practical engineering applications. Fur-
thermore, formulas relating η to the ratio of the cover depth to the tunnel diameter were proposed for sandy soil.

1. Introduction

*e shield tunnelling approach is less expensive than other
tunnelling methods and has little influence on the envi-
ronment; hence, a substantial number of urban un-
derground tunnels have adopted this new construction
technique [1, 2]. Most shield-driven tunnels have employed
precast concrete linings with jointed segments connected by
steel bolts. *erefore, the influences of the joints on the
internal forces and the deformations of the linings are
considered when designing the tunnel lining [3]. For most
current design methods, loads that are applied to the lining
structure should be considered first, and the other param-
eters of the segments can then be calculated via structural
analysis. *erefore, it is essential to select a suitable design
method to determine the internal forces and segment in-
teractions [4, 5]. In 1978, the International Tunnelling

Association (ITA) combined and summarised the design
methods utilised in different countries [2, 6, 7]. Lee et al. [1]
classified the common design methods into four primary
categories: experiential design approaches, testing design
methods, elastic foundation approaches, and continuum
mechanics models.

*e elastic foundation approach is the most frequently
utilised design method because of its conciseness and
convenience. In addition, this method can classify the types
of joints of segments using the universal rigidity ringmethod
[8, 9], the average uniform rigidity ring method [10–13], the
multihinge ring method [14], and the beam-spring model
method [15–17]. Structural models that correspond to these
approaches are illustrated in Figure 1 [18].

Every design method has its own engineering applica-
tions. *e simplest design method is the uniform rigidity
ring method; however, this method always overestimates the
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service life of a joint, which may create risks. In the mul-
tihinge ring approach, the surrounding pressure and soil
resistance have substantial impacts on the stress and de-
formation of the linings. *is model is applicable only to
hard strata and straight-jointed assembly patterns, and it
may lead to a small bending moment. *e beam-spring
model method appears to be the most sophisticated ap-
proach, and it is generally applicable for evaluating the
influence of joint stiffness on the mechanical properties of
segmental rings under different ground conditions. How-
ever, the calculation in this method is relatively complicated.

Currently, the segmented structural design of a shield
tunnel always takes advantage of the average uniform ri-
gidity ring method due to its clear concept and simple
calculation. However, the value of η (the transverse bending
rigidity ratio) is essential because the maximum bending
moment of the segments and the convergence deformation
of the diameter are closely associated with the effective ri-
gidity η EI (the flexural bending rigidity) [19]. To date, the
value and influence of η have been studied by several re-
searchers, using different methods, such as theoretical an-
alyses and model tests.

Muir Wood [11] used a theoretical analysis to derive a
calculation method for the value of η that considers the
effects of the joint stiffness and the number of segments. Liu
and Hou [15] developed an equation for the value of η by
reducing the stiffness of the segment joints and compared it
with the continuous ring method.

Lee and Ge [20] also proposed a formula for η that is
expressed by several parameters for a straight-jointed ring,
and the formula includes the stiffness ratio of the joint. *eir
research recommended that η should generally be between
0.1 and 0.6 for soft ground. By comparing the maximum
horizontal displacements calculated by the uniform rigidity
ring approach and the beam-spring model, Zhong et al. [21]
suggested that η should generally range from 0.4 to 0.8. In
the engineering field, the theoretical analysis approach is
relatively complex and can counteract the conciseness and
convenience of the uniform rigidity ring method.

For prototype loading tests, Japanese standards [19]
recommend values of η and ζ (the additional rate of bending
moment) of 0.8 and 0.3, respectively, and a value of η of 0.8
was adopted for the design of a shield tunnel in Tokyo [22].

In addition, Kashima et al. [23] performed prototype loading
tests on the stagger-jointed mode of the DPLEX shield
tunnel and determined that an η value of 0.8 wasmeaningful.
Feng et al. [24] also performed prototype tests to analyse the
sensitivity factors of η and ζ; they found that the value of η
increased with an increase in the profile of the shield tunnel
and that the value of ζ decreased with an increase in the
profile.

Using model tests, Xu [25] and Huang et al. [26] re-
ported that the values of η were 0.67 and 0.75 in straight-
jointed and stagger-jointed modes, respectively. In their
tests, the tunnel segments were composed of polyethylene
(PE), and the joints were simulated by PE sheets connecting
the segments on the surface without considering the true
structure of the joint. Ye et al. [4] conducted segmental ring
loading model tests under a concentrated load and used
polymethylmethacrylate and aluminium welding wire to
simulate the segment and bolt, respectively. *ey concluded
that the values of η were 0.09–0.23 and 0.3–0.8 under the
straight-jointed assembly mode and stagger-jointed as-
sembly mode, respectively. In these model tests, the outside
diameter of the prototype tunnel was 6.2 metres, which is a
typical size for subway tunnels in China, and the joints were
connected with curving bolts.

Currently, concentrated loads are always used in model
tests [4, 25, 26]. *e loads applied to the shield lining are
similar to the pattern shown in Figure 2 [1, 13, 19]. In
addition to the lining thickness and joint stiffness, the strata
resistance and the loading conditions can also significantly
influence the value of η [20]. Ye et al. [4] noted that the
realistic η value of a segmental ring in a model test is affected
by the surrounding soil. *erefore, using a realistic loading
pattern in a model test to study the η values is important.

In this paper, the relationships between segments and
joints were determined in detail using similarity theory, and
a new similarity method that considers the deformation
characteristics of the joint was used. Based on the similarity
relationships, the segmental tunnel models were further
processed to perform model tests; the model segments were
simulated using polypropylene (PP), and the model bolts
were simulated using an aluminium wire. Similar to several
previous studies, the model tests were first performed under
the concentrated load given in the experimental standard. In
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Figure 1: Types of segmented joints (Koyama [18]). (a) Uniform rigid ring. (b) Multihinge ring. (c) Beam spring (I). (d) Beam spring (II).
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addition, to determine more reasonable values for η, model
tests were performed with a realistic loading pattern in sandy
soil using homemade loading devices in a rigid steel tank.
Based on the test results, the η values for different segmental
ring models were analysed and compared with previous
studies, and formulas relating the η value to the C/D ratio
(ratio of the cover depth to the tunnel diameter) were
proposed for sandy soil.

2. Design of the Model Test

2.1. Similarity Relationships. *e theorems that form the
basis of similarity theory have three common points that can
guide the design of the model test and the processing of test
data [27–34]. *e similarity analysis includes the similarity
relationships of the segment and the joint.

2.1.1. Similarity Relationships of the Segment. *e self-
weight of the segment is much smaller than the concentrated
force in the concentrated loading pattern and the over-
burden pressure in the realistic loading pattern; thus, model
tests typically do not consider the weight of the segment.
When a model segment and a prototype segment have
similar behaviour, the similarity relationships should be
satisfied in terms of the size, material properties, external
load, and static response of the segment. *e similarity
relationships of the segment are expressed below, where the
subscripts p and m represent the prototype and the model,
respectively. Similarity relationships of the segment are
demonstrated in Table 1.

*e length L and the elastic modulus Es can be de-
termined from the basic dimensions. In terms of π theorem

[35, 36], the similarity relationships of the variables are as
follows:

Cδ � CL,

Cσ � Cq � CEs
,

Cε � Cθ � C] � 1,

CF � CEs
C
2
L.

(1)

2.1.2. Similarity Relationships of the Joint. Xu [25] and
Huang et al. [26] considered the bolts (modelled by a PE
sheet) to be springs, and the similarity of the total elastic
stiffness coefficient K1 of the joints was considered in their
tests. *e total elastic stiffness coefficient K1 can be calcu-
lated as follows:

K1 � N
E1A1

l1
, (2)

where N represents the total number of longitudinal and
circumferential joints and E1, A1, and l1 represent the elastic
modulus, cross-sectional area, and length of the joint (PE
sheet), respectively. Xu [25] and Huang et al. [26] considered
the bolts to be springs and did not consider the structure of
the joint. As a result, the common points of the relationship
of the joint were not meaningful.

Considering the joint design process, Ye et al. [4] re-
ported that the similarity relationships for the size and
material properties of the bolt should be satisfied. *e
geometric scale ratio can be obtained from the similarity
relationships of the segment, and the elastic modulus Eb can
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Figure 2: Loads in a conventional model (JSCE [19]).
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be obtained from the bending rigidity ratio and the com-
pressive (or extensional) rigidity ratio of the prototype
tunnel. *e expressions for the circumferential joints can be
expressed as follows:

Es · Is( p

n · Eb · Ib( p

�
Es · Is( m

( n′ · Eb · Ibm

� α1, (3)

Es · As( p

n · Eb · Ab( p

�
Es · As( m

( n′ · Eb · Abm

� α2, (4)

where Is � bt3/12, Ib � πd4/64, As � (π/4)(D2 − (D − 2t)2),
Ab � πd2/4, and n and n′ are the numbers of transverse bolts
in the prototype and the model tunnel, respectively, d is the
diameter of the bolt, α1 is the bending rigidity ratio of the
segment and the joint bolt, and α2 is the compressive (or
extensional) rigidity ratio.

In fact, the bolt in the joint experiences tension, and the
concrete in the joint is under pressure. Hence, the con-
clusion that the bolt is subjected to a bending moment is
incorrect. Ye et al. [4] and Huang et al. [26] improved the
method to consider the deformation features of a joint
when a load was applied to the joint. Zheng et al. [37]
proposed the formula for the additional deformation Δlb of
the bolt and the relative rotation angle θ of two adjacent
segments, and they deduced the similarity relationships
between the prototype and the model bolt, which are
expressed as follows:

n · Eb · Ab

lb
 

p

�
n′ · Eb · Ab

lb
 

m

· CEs
· CL. (5)

*us, equation (4) can be expressed as
(n · Eb · Ab)p � (n′ · Eb · Ab)m · CEs

· C2
L. *is finding in-

dicates that when (lb)p/(lb)m � CL, equation (4) is equivalent
to equation (5). However, equation (4) limits the de-
termination of the cross-sectional area and length of the bolt
in the model tunnel, which can lead to difficulty when
choosing different types of fibres for the model test. In
addition, the similarity relations of the longitudinal joints
can be determined from equation (5).

Based on the geometric scale ratio CL and material
property ratio CEs

, the relational expression between the
geometric dimension and Eb in the model can be

determined using equation (5). In the next section, the
materials and the geometric aspects of the bolt are
determined.

2.2. Material Selection. *e segments and joints of a typical
subway tunnel in China always use C50 reinforced concrete
and M30 steel bolts (Zhang and Huang [38]), and the model
segments and joints simulate this kind of a subway tunnel.
*e materials of the segment and the joint were selected
based on tensile tests.

2.2.1. Segment Selection. Model segments adopt materials
such as PE [25, 26], polyvinyl chloride (PVC) [39], poly-
methylmethacrylate (PMMA) [4], and aluminium alloy [40].
Material selection is essential in model testing; selection of
an appropriate material is a prerequisite for a successful
model test. Ye et al. [4] performed tensile tests on PMMA,
nylon, polyoxymethylene (POM), and acrylonitrile butadi-
ene styrene (ABS). In this paper, PMMA, POM, and PP were
selected to create the model segments, and the tensile
strengths and elastic moduli of these materials were acquired
from tensile experiments. *e tensile strengths of PMMA,
POM, and PP were 64.2MPa, 29.95MPa, and 30.67MPa,
respectively. *e elastic moduli of them were 3.48GPa,
1.69GPa, and 3.22GPa, respectively.

*e geometric scale ratio CL was set to 20 in each model
test. *e model tests were performed with homemade
loading devices. *e test procedure included a concentrated
loading pattern on an experimental bench and a realistic
loading pattern in sandy soil. For the realistic loading
pattern, the average unit weight of the soil was nearly equal
to that of the prototype and the model under 1 g conditions.
*e distributed load q acting on the segment was in pro-
portion to the thickness of the overlying soil. *us, the stress
constant Cσ in the soil was consistent with the thickness
constant CL of the overlying soil, i.e., Cσ � CL. To ensure that
the similarity constants were consistent in the soil and the
segment, the elastic modulus similarity constant CEs

should
be set to 20 due to the geometric similarity constant CL � 20.
*e values of Es of the concrete in the prototype and the
values of Es of the PP in the model tests were 34.50GPa and
1.69GPa, respectively, which led to CEs

� 34.5/1.69� 20.4.

Table 1: Similarity relationships of the segment.

Category of scale ratio Physical quantities Similarity relationships

Geometric scale ratio CL

Diameter of the segmental lining (D) CL � Dp/Dm

*ickness of the segment (t) CL � tp/tm

Breadth of the segment (b) CL � bp/bm

Geometric scale ratio (CEs
and C])

Elastic modulus of the segment (Es) CEs
� (Es)p/(Es)m

Poisson’s ratio of the segment (]s) C] � (]s)p/(]s)m

External load (CF and Cq)
Concentrated force acting on segment (F) CF � (Fs)p/(Fs)m

Realistic soil load acting on segment (q) Cq � (qs)p/(qs)m

Static response (Cσ , Cε, Cδ, and Cθ)

Stress of segment (σs) Cσ � (σs)p/(σs)m

Strain of segment (εs) Cε � (εs)p/(εs)m

Deformation of segment (δs) Cδ � (δs)p/(δs)m

Rotation angle of segment (θs) Cθ � (θs)p/(θs)m
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Consequently, PP was a reasonable model material for
simulating the prototype segment.

2.2.2. Bolt Selection. *e type of model bolt must satisfy the
segment assembly requirements and the geometric and
elastic modulus similarities. Considering the results of the
bolt tension tests in Zheng et al. [37] and based on the elastic
modulus similarity constant CEs

� 20.4 and the geometric
similarity constant CL � 20, the value of (Eb · Ab/lb)m can be
calculated using equation (5): (Eb · Ab/lb)m � 3.711×

108N/m. We decided that an aluminium wire (type 1060)
was suitable for a secondary processing material and had a
small size that fit the size of the segment. *erefore, the
aluminium wire was selected to manufacture the model
bolts, and the elastic modulus, length, and diameter of the
model circumferential bolt were 31.68GPa, 0.026m, and
0.001m, respectively. Furthermore, the length and diameter
of the model longitudinal bolt were 0.033m and 0.0016m. In
addition, the model used 12 circumferential bolts and 8
longitudinal bolts.

2.3.Model Fabrication. Due to the geometric similarity ratio
CL � 20, the size of the model tunnel was not exactly the
same as that of the prototype tunnel. Several adjustments
were made to the model design: (1) To ease the assembly of
the ring, the circumferential bolts used straight aluminium
wires, even though curved bolts are often adopted in pro-
totype segments, as shown in Figure 3(a). To reduce the
number of slots, curved bolts were selected to fabricate the
longitudinal bolts, as shown in Figure 3(b). *is approach
can reduce the cross section of the segment, and the lon-
gitudinal bolts can remain consistent in the actual case by
applying pretightening forces, as shown in Figure 3(b). (2)
To make it easy to install the bolts for the circumferential
joints, the circumferential bolt holes were set outside of the
segment at the designated location where the circumferential
bolt’s location was not transformed. (3) For simplicity, the
pretightening forces applied to the circumferential bolts did
not follow the similarity relation with the prototype, and
watertight strips and concave-convex faces at the joints were
not used in the model segment joints.*ese adjustments had
little influence on the structural stress and deformation.
Detailed drawings of the circumferential and longitudinal
bolts are shown in Figure 3, and the three types of segment
joints, i.e., straight-jointed, stagger-jointed, and uniform
rings, are shown in Figure 4.

2.3.1. Segment Fabrication. *e model segment used an
intact PP pipe; the length, outer diameter, and thickness of
the pipe were 3000mm, 310mm, and 17.5mm, respectively.
*e PP pipe was cut into standard segments, adjacent
segments, and top segments, as shown in Figure 3. *e
segments were then polished to ensure a good surface that
met the design requirements. Finally, the segments were
punched and chiselled so that the bolt holes and slots were in
accordance with the bolt distribution and dimensions, as
shown in Figures 3-4.

2.3.2. Bolt Fabrication

(1) Longitudinal Bolts. *e diameter and length of the model
bolt were 1.6mm and 33mm, respectively. First, one end of
the longitudinal bolt was fixed by an aluminium cap, and the
opposite end was fixed by a fixator once the pretightening
force of the bolt was reached (approximately 25N in the
model) [41]. *e pretightening force was measured with a
dynamometer.

(2) Circumferential Bolts. Because the diameter of the model
bolt was only 1mm, it was difficult to form a bolt with the
aluminium wire (type 1060). As a result, the aluminium wire
(type 1060) with a diameter of 2mm was used. First, the
aluminium wire was cut to the bolt’s design length, and
threads were made at both ends of the bolt. Finally, the
middle section was polished to reduce the diameter to 1mm,
as shown in Figure 3.

2.3.3. Model Assembly. *e model segments and bolts were
assembled into three types of rings, i.e., the straight-jointed
assembly mode, the stagger-jointed assembly mode, and the
uniform assembly mode, as shown in Figure 4. *ree rings
and eighteen rings were combined for the concentrated
loading pattern on the experimental bench and the realistic
loading pattern in the sandy soil, respectively.

3. Experimental Setup and Testing Procedure

Many experiments were performed under the concentrated
loading pattern and the realistic loading conditions. Detailed
descriptions of the test devices and the experimental pro-
cedures for the two loading patterns are presented below.

3.1. Concentrated Loading Pattern on the Experimental Bench

3.1.1. Experimental Bench. For the concentrated loading
pattern, the tunnel model was packed in a vault position on
the experimental bench, as shown in Figure 5. *e top of the
bench was formed into a round arc to ensure that the tunnel
model remained stable during the loading process. An iron
plate was attached to the vault of the tunnel model, and
several weights were placed on the plate.

3.1.2. Instrumentation. Mechanical digital micrometers
were used to determine the variations in movement of the
segmental ring. *ree rings were used in each type of the
segmental ring model in each test, and the middle ring was
the focus, as shown in Figure 5. Seven radial displacement
monitoring points were arranged every 45° around the
circumference, as shown in Figure 5, and the radial
movements of the monitoring points on the middle ring
were recorded.

3.1.3. Testing Procedure. *e goal of the model tests was to
determine the η values. *e loading in each test consisted of
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ten stages, and the load was 5.1 kg. *e loading procedure
was as follows:

(1) Paste the iron plate to the vault
(2) Add one weight (5.1 kg) to the plate
(3) Repeat the second step until ten loading stages have

been completed

*e loading experiment was conducted three times for
each type of the segmental ring model. *e results are
summarised and analysed in Section 4.1.

3.2. Realistic Loading Pattern in Sandy Soil

3.2.1. Model Box. *e model tank was the same as the other
tank. *e rigid steel tank was 1800mm wide, 1900mm high,
and 1080mm thick, and it contained two 20mm plexiglass
windows [37], as illustrated in Figure 6.

*e model tunnel was laid horizontally in the middle of
the model box. *e minimum distance between the tunnel
and the inner walls of the model box was 2.4 times the
diameter of the tunnel, which reduced the impact of the rigid
boundaries on the deformation of the tunnel. *e distance
between the inner tank’s bottom and the tunnel invert was
2.0D (i.e., 620mm), and the rigid bottom can be considered
to be the bedrock of the sandy layer.

3.2.2. Instrumentation. Complementary metal-oxide-semi-
conductor (CMOS) laser displacement sensors and a
DH3820 static data collection gauge were used to determine
the displacements of the segmental ring model. *e laser
displacement sensors were placed on the central horizontal
shaft of the tunnel. Measurements were taken prior to testing
to determine the large displacements of the typical moni-
toring points on the ninth ring.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 4: Photographs of the three types of ring models. (a) Straight-jointed ring. (b) Stagger-jointed ring. (c) Uniform ring.
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To obtain the earth pressure distribution in each test, the
lining was installed with twenty-six sensors connected to the
DH3820 static data collection gauge. *e sensors (load cells)
had an accuracy of ±0.02%, and the diameter of the sensing
surface was 25mm.

*e eight radial sensors around the circumference were
equally arranged at 45° angles on the tenth ring from the
vault, and the remaining sensors were placed at the vaults
from the tenth to the seventeenth rings, as shown in Figure 6.

To determine the precise pressures from the load cells,
pressure loading calibration tests were performed, and the results
of the calibration tests showed that a linear relationship existed
between the pressure of the load cell and the depth of water.

3.2.3. Fine Sand. Dry fine sand was used for the model test;
the sand was the same as that used by Zheng et al. [37]. *e
falling height was kept at 300mmabove the soil surface prior to
testing. *e density, void ratio, and critical state friction angle
of the sand were 1550 kg/m3, 0.67, and 30.96°, respectively.

3.2.4. Testing Procedure. A testing process was used to
ensure that the conditions of the sand (e.g., void ratio)
remained consistent during the series of experiments for the
three types of segmental ringmodels. At the beginning of the
test, the position of the tunnel model was pinned on the
plexiglass faces. During the tests, the soil pressures were

Horizontal movement

Vertical
movement

Sand pourer device

(a)

Plexiglass face

Plastic membrane
Central horizontal shaft

(b)

Load cell

Strain gauge

18 rings

(c)

Figure 6: Testing devices. (a) Sand pourer device. (b) Strong box. (c) Model tunnel.

Digital micrometer

Segmental rings

Experimental bench

Weights

(a) (b)

Figure 5: Concentrated loading pattern on the experimental bench. (a) Front view. (b) Top view.
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recorded, and the results of the three types of segmental ring
models were compared to illustrate the differences in the
external forces on the tunnel. *e specific testing procedure
is described as follows:

(1) From the bottom of the model box to the model
tunnel invert, the soil was divided into three layers
with thicknesses of 200mm, 200mm, and 220mm.
For each layer, the sand was rained to the design
depth, and the surface of the sand layer was
tamped with a steel plate. After tamping the last
sand layer, additional sand was poured onto the
upper surface of the layer and tamped; this pro-
cedure continued until the sand reached the level
of the tunnel invert.

(2) After the end of the sand preparation procedure, the
model tunnel was installed at the design depth, and
the ends of the tunnel were wrapped with plastic
membranes packed against the plexiglass face.

(3) *e sand around the tunnel was gently pushed to
ensure good contact with the surface of the model
tunnel. *e monitoring equipment was then turned
on to monitor the earth pressure and the non-
movement of the representative positions.

(4) Another layer of sand was rained onto the top of the
tunnel vault; this layer was 155mm thick (approx-
imately 0.5D). After this layer was complete, all
sensors remained stable and recorded for ten min-
utes before moving to the next step.

(5) On the top of the tunnel vault, the thickness of each
layer was 0.5D (155mm). *e final height above the
crown was 4D (1240mm) and was attained by re-
peating the fourth step.

Similar to the concentrated loading pattern, the exper-
iment was performed and repeated three times for each type
of the segmental ring model.*e results are summarised and
analysed in Section 4.2.

4. Experimental Results and Analysis

Model tests were performed with two loading patterns, and
the measured results of the model tests are summarised and
discussed. For further analysis, the η values of the segmental
ring models were recorded and compared with those in
previous studies, and the range of η values was used for
practical engineering applications.

4.1. ConcentratedLoading Pattern on theExperimental Bench.
*e results of the nine tests under the concentrated loading
conditions (three tests for each assembly mode) reflected the
deformation features of the three types of ring models, as
shown in Figure 7. *e variations in the vertical and hor-
izontal diameters of the middle ring are discussed below.

4.1.1. Transverse Deformation Characteristics under the
Concentrated Loading Conditions. *e results indicate that
the three tests for each mode provided similar results, which

indicates the repeatability of the test results. In Figure 7 and
the other figures, positive values of the changes in diameter
indicate that the tunnel diameters increased with increasing
load, which was the case for the horizontal diameter vari-
ations; in contrast, negative values indicate that the tunnel
diameter decreased.

*e average diameter variation is the result of the three
repeated tests for each assembly mode, and the results are
presented in Figure 8. As the load increases, the variations in
the diameters (absolute values) increase linearly during the
entire loading process; however, the slopes are different for
the horizontal and vertical diameters. In addition, the sig-
nificantly different slopes for the different assembly modes
indicate that the type of the assembly mode had a major
influence on the transverse deformation characteristics of
the model tunnel.

4.1.2. >e Value of η under the Concentrated Loading
Conditions. According to Lee and Ge [20], Huang et al. [26],
and Ye et al. [4], η can be expressed as follows:

η1 �
ΔDhy

ΔDhp
, (6)

η2 �
ΔDvy

ΔDvp
, (7)

where ΔDhp and ΔDvp are the variations in the horizontal
and vertical diameters, respectively, of the straight-jointed
model rings and stagger-jointed model rings and ΔDhy and
ΔDvy are the variations in the horizontal and vertical di-
ameters, respectively, of the uniform ring.

Based on equations (6) and (7), the transverse de-
formation characteristics of the straight-jointed model
rings and stagger-jointed model rings under the different
concentrated loading conditions can be determined. *e
relationship between the η values and the concentrated
loads of the two types of ring models is shown in Figure 9,
and the η values of the two types of ring models are given in
Table 2.

Figure 9 shows that η decreases as the load increases
when the load is less than 100N, and this phenomenon is
more obvious for the stagger-jointed mode than for the
other models. When the load is greater than 100N, η does
not change significantly with increasing load. In addition,
the η values of the straight-jointed model ring are signifi-
cantly greater than those of the straight-jointed model.

As shown in Table 2, for the straight-jointed ring under
concentrated loading conditions, the calculated ranges of η
are from 0.342 to 0.366 based on the horizontal diameter
variation and from 0.368 to 0.403 based on the vertical
diameter variation. For the stagger-jointed ring, the ranges
of η are from 0.521 to 0.658 based on the horizontal diameter
variation and from 0.546 to 0.649 based on the vertical
diameter variation.

4.2. Realistic Loading Pattern in Sandy Soil. *e results of
the nine tests under the realistic loading conditions in
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sandy soil (three tests for each assembly mode) are
summarised in Figures 10–14 and are discussed in detail
below.

4.2.1. Soil Pressures around the Model Tunnel under the
Realistic Loading Conditions. *e earth pressure values
presented in this section were derived from the load cells
around the tunnel circumference and along the longitudinal
direction of the model tunnel crown.

For each mode, the average earth pressure values of the
three repeated tests were recorded by the load cells on the
model tunnel crown in the longitudinal direction, as shown
in Figure 10. Figure 10 shows that the earth pressure values
at the crown increase as the depth C increases, and the
pressure values of the different rings in each test are the
same for each cover depth, which indicates that the
transverse bending rigidities of the different rings are

approximately equal. In addition, it can be concluded that,
for all assembly modes, the earth pressure increment in a
loading stage decreases when the load level becomes larger.
*is phenomenon is obvious under straight-jointed con-
ditions, as can be clearly observed in Figure 11, and it can
be explained by the reasons provided below. *e tunnel
deformation increases as the cover depth increases, and the
displacement below the tunnel vault simultaneously in-
creases. *erefore, the soil arching above the tunnel crown
increases, which causes a greater load to act on the crown of
the adjacent soil. *us, the increase in the earth pressure on
the tunnel crown in a loading stage decreases with in-
creasing cover depth.

Figure 11 shows the average soil pressures acting on
different ring crowns with respect to the cover depth. *e
theoretical vertical soil pressure at the depth of the tunnel
crown calculated based on the soil weight is also shown. *e
results show that the slopes gradually decrease during the
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Figure 7: Variations in the vertical and horizontal diameters of the middle ring with increasing load for nine tests under the concentrated
loading conditions. (a) Straight-jointed ring. (b) Stagger-jointed ring. (c) Uniform ring.
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loading process. When the cover depth exceeds 1.0D (the
diameter of the model tunnel), the soil pressure acting on the
uniform ring is larger than that of the other assembly modes,
and the pressure acting on the straight-jointed ring is the
smallest. *e largest relative difference in the soil pressure
between the straight-jointed model tunnel and the uniform
model tunnel is 13%. *e difference in the earth pressure
increases for these tight modes due to the variations in the
transverse bending rigidities. When the transverse bending
rigidity is small, such as for the straight-jointed ring, the
vertical displacement of the tunnel vault will be large; thus,

the arching effect will be intense and able to control the
increase in the earth pressure.

As discussed above, at the same tunnel cover depth,
the vertical soil pressures acting on the model tunnel
crown vary by the assembly mode; therefore, we com-
pared the effective bending rigidity ratios η of the various
assembly modes at the same cover depth instead of the
same earth pressure acting on the top of the model
tunnel.

*e soil pressures around the circumference of the
tenth ring for the different assembly modes are shown in
Figure 12. *e arth pressures at different positions around
the circumference of the tunnel ring all increase with in-
creasing cover depth. *e pressure acting on the tunnel
invert is the greatest, and the earth pressure acting on the
vault is the smallest. Taking the tunnel’s vertical axis as the
symmetry axis, the pressures around the circumference are
generally similar. *e earth pressure increments during
each loading time at different locations on the circum-
ference all decrease with increasing load, which are the
same as those on the crown.

4.2.2. Transverse Deformation Characteristics under the
Realistic Loading Conditions. Figure 13 shows the re-
lationships between the vertical and horizontal diameter
variations of the ninth ring and the cover depth under the
realistic loading conditions. *e results show that the tests
were repeatable.

*e average diameter variations of the three repeated
tests for each assembly mode are shown in Figure 14. *e
changes in the diameters increase with increases in the C/D
ratio during the entire loading process, but the rates of
increase gradually decrease, which primarily occurs because
the arching effect increases with the increasing C/D ratio, as
discussed in the previous section. Similar to the concen-
trated loading pattern, the rates of increase of the different
assembly modes vary significantly.

4.2.3. >e Value of η under the Realistic Loading Conditions.
When the distribution of the load acting on the shield lining
is the same as that in Figure 2 [19], the variation in the
horizontal diameter ΔD can be calculated as follows (JSCE
[19]):

ΔD �
2P + πg − q1 − q2(  · R4

24 ηEI + 0.0454ksR
4( 

, (8)

where ks is the resistance coefficient of the ground.
*e resistance coefficient ks of the sand in the test is very

small; therefore, this coefficient can be neglected in the
calculation. In addition, based on the study by Lee and Ge
[20], the variation in the horizontal diameter ΔD for the
tunnel ring is negative. *erefore, equations (6) and (7) can
be used to calculate the η values of the rings of the straight-
jointed mode and the stagger-jointed mode under different
load levels, as shown in Figure 15. *e ranges of the η values
are given in Table 2.

Figure 15 shows that the η values generally increase as
the cover depth increases, with the exception of certain
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Figure 8: Average variations in diameter of the three repeated tests
for each assembly mode under the concentrated loading
conditions.
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points, which is obvious in the straight-jointed mode. In
addition, the η values of the stagger-jointed mode are sig-
nificantly greater than those of the straight-jointed mode,
but the difference between them decreases with increasing
cover depth.

As shown in Table 2, for the straight-jointed ring
under the realistic loading pattern, the calculated range of

η is from 0.423 to 0.672 based on the variation in the
horizontal diameter and from 0.386 to 0.646 based on the
variation in the vertical diameter. For the stagger-jointed
ring, the calculated range of η is from 0.587 to 0.761 based
on the variation in the horizontal diameter and from
0.618 to 0.729 based on the variation in the vertical
diameter.

Table 2: Values of η based on the concentrated loading pattern and realistic loading pattern.

Types
Concentrated loading pattern Realistic loading pattern

Calculated by the vertical
diameter variations

Calculated by the horizontal
diameter variations

Calculated by the vertical
diameter variations

Calculated by the horizontal
diameter variations

Straight-
jointed 0.368–0.403 0.342–0.366 0.386–0.646 0.423–0.672

Stagger-
jointed 0.546–0.649 0.521–0.658 0.618–0.729 0.587–0.761
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Figure 10: Earth pressures acting on the tunnel crowns of different rings under the realistic loading conditions. (a) Straight-jointed ring.
(b) Stagger-jointed ring. (c) Uniform ring.
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Figure 11: Variations in the average earth pressures acting on different ring crowns with increasing cover depth.
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Figure 12: Continued.
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Figure 12: Earth pressures acting at different locations around the tunnel rings under the realistic loading conditions. (a) Straight-jointed
ring. (b) Stagger-jointed ring. (c) Uniform ring.
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Figure 13: Continued.
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4.3. Comparison andAnalysis of the Results. Figures 9 and 15
show that, under the concentrated loading conditions, when
the load is small, the transverse bending rigidity efficiency
values η decrease as the load increases, whereas when the
load exceeds a specific value, η remains approximately
constant. However, η generally increases when the C/D ratio
increases under the realistic loading conditions. In addition,
the η values with the realistic loading pattern are larger than
those with the concentrated load for the two assembly
modes.

*e lateral restriction of the soil around the tunnel can
improve the circumferential hoop efficiency of the tunnel.

*is lateral restriction weakens the effects of the tunnel joints
on the deformation of the tunnel by limiting the opening of
the joints. Under the realistic loading pattern, the effects of
the circumferential hoop increase as the cover depth in-
creases, and the η values also increase. Figure 15 shows that
the circumferential hoop is more effective in the straight-
jointed model than in the other models. However, for the
concentrated load, the deformation of the joint cannot be
limited by the lateral restraint or the axial force. *ese
disparities reflect the importance of the loading pattern on
the η values.
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Figure 13: Variations in the vertical and horizontal diameters of the ninth ring with increasing load for nine tests under the realistic loading
conditions. (a) Straight-jointed ring. (b) Stagger-jointed ring. (c) Uniform ring.
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Figure 14: Variations in the average diameters of the three re-
peated tests for each assembly mode under the realistic loading
conditions.
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Figure 15: Relationship between the effective ratios of the
transverse bending rigidity and loads under the realistic loading
conditions.
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Lee and Ge [20] suggested that, if construction activities
or the existence of a heavy vertical overload lead to
“squashing” of the tunnel in the lateral direction, as shown
in Figures 16(a), 16(b), and 16(d), then the corresponding
influence could be reflected in the variation in the hori-
zontal diameter of the tunnel (Δh). In addition, if con-
struction activities reduce the soil pressure, then the
corresponding influence could be reflected in the variation
in the vertical diameter of the tunnel (Δv). *erefore, the η
value should be based on the variation in the horizontal
diameter.

*e η values of the segmental ring models determined in
this paper (calculated based on the horizontal diameter
variations) and those found in previous studies are

summarised in Table 3. *e differences in these results are
important.

For the stagger-jointed model, the η range obtained for
the realistic loading pattern in this paper is within the ranges
reported by Zhong et al. [3] and Ye et al. [4] and includes the
values suggested by Xu [25] and Huang et al. [26]. For the
straight-jointed model, the η range determined under the
realistic loading pattern in this paper is also similar to the
results of Lee and Ge [20], Xu [25], and Huang et al. [26].

A logarithmic curve is used to fit the variations in the η
values with the cover depth, as shown in Figure 17. *e η
values of the stagger-jointed mode and the straight-jointed
mode in relation to the C/D ratio can be calculated by
equations (9) and (10), respectively:

∆h ∆h

K0 < 1

(a)

Surcharge

Δh Δh

(b)

∆v

(c)

∆h

(d)

Figure 16: Different types of tunnelling-related problems and their associated matching criteria (Lee and Ge [20]). (a) Prediction of ground
surface settlement (matchingΔh). (b)*e influence of subsequent surcharge loading on the ground surface (matching Δh). (c)*e influence
of excavation directly above an existing tunnel (matching Δv). (d)*e influence of excavation adjacent to an existing tunnel (matching Δh).

Table 3: Values of η obtained in this paper and previous studies.

Source
η

Notes
Straight-jointed Stagger-jointed

Lee and Ge [20] 0.1–0.6 — In soft ground
Zhong et al. [21] — 0.4–0.8 Calculated
JSCE [19] 0.8 0.8 ζ � 0.3
Xu [25] and Huang et al. [26] 0.67 0.75 Under a concentrated load
Ye et al. [4] 0.09–0.23 0.30–0.80 Under a concentrated load

*is study 0.34–0.37 0.52–0.66 Under a concentrated load
0.42–0.67 0.59–0.76 Under realistic loading conditions
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η � 0.0769 ln
C

D
  + 0.678, (9)

η � 0.1147 ln
C

D
  + 0.513, (10)

where C is the cover depth of the tunnel crown and D is the
outside diameter of the tunnel.

Several results calculated using equations (9) and (10) are
presented in Table 4. *e value of η is related to the C/D
ratio. Although the formula fit is not perfect, the formula is
useful and valuable for engineering designers and scientific
researchers.

5. Conclusions

Experimental investigations were performed to analyse the
effective bending rigidity ratio η under concentrated loading
conditions on an experimental bench and under realistic
loading conditions in sandy soil, and the conclusions are
discussed below:

(1) Using similarity theory, the similarity relationship of
the joint was determined in detail based on the
profile and the deformation features of the joint
while bearing a load. In addition, the pretightening
force of the longitudinal joint bolt was applied using
a special device.

(2) Under the concentrated loading conditions, as the
load increases, the variations in the diameters

increase linearly during the entire loading process.
Under the realistic loading conditions, the rates of
increase of the diameter variations gradually de-
crease as the C/D ratio increases, primarily because
the arching effect becomes larger when the C/D ratio
increases.

(3) Under the concentrated loading conditions, when
the load is small, the η value decreases as the load
increases; in contrast, when the load is larger than a
certain value, the η values remain approximately
constant. However, under the realistic loading
conditions, the η values generally increase as the C/D
ratio increases. In addition, the η values from the
realistic loading pattern are greater than those under
the concentrated load for both assembly modes.

(4) *e reason for the previous conclusion is that the
lateral control of the soil around the tunnel can
improve the circumferential hoop effect of the
tunnel, which can control the opening of the joints,
especially for the straight-jointed model. As the
cover depth increases, the effect of the circumfer-
ential hoop increases and the η value increases.

(5) *e true loading pattern is meaningful, and the
corresponding η values can thus be used for appli-
cations in real engineering. Based on the changes in
the horizontal diameter, the η values range from
0.423 to 0.672 for the straight-jointedmode and from
0.587 to 0.761 for the stagger-jointed mode. *e
principles of the relationships between the η values of
the different assembly modes and the C/D ratio are
proposed.
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